Vibration characteristics of axial compressor blade under complex loads
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Abstract. In this study, 3D models of a compressor blade for an aero engine with three different levels of surface accuracy (with 4, 6 and 10 section profiles) were obtained via reverse engineering by fitting point-cloud data. Then, finite element and flow-field models of the blade were established and validated. The vibration characteristics of the blade under typical operating conditions were analyzed by considering the interaction between the aerodynamic load by airflow and the centrifugal load by blade rotating. The results showed that, under complex centrifugal and aerodynamic loads, the three blade models differed significantly in their high-order dynamic frequencies, and the modal frequencies that were dominated by a torsional mode of vibration were sensitive to the aerodynamic load. Hence, considering both the aerodynamic excitation and the centrifugal load increased the accuracy of the numerical computation of the blade vibration characteristics. Moreover, a comparison of the computational results from the three blade models showed that models B6 and B10 differed only insignificantly, and B6 decreased the complexity of the modeling process while satisfying the required computational accuracy. Thus, model B6 is the best option for engineering analysis and computation.
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1. Introduction

In the thermodynamic cycle of an aero engine, an axial flow compressor compresses air and supplies a continuous flow of pressurized air to the combustion chamber. The blade is a major functional component of the compressor, which operates in an environment of continuous high rotation speed, high pressure, and vibration [1]. In particular, as the engine’s rotational speed and pressure ratio increase, the operating environment of the blade will become more adverse, and its vibration and fatigue behaviors will become more complex, resulting in a greater requirement for analysis of the vibration characteristics and structural fatigue design of high-speed rotating blades.

Obtaining an accurate and appropriate geometric model of the blade is critical to the analysis of its vibration, strength, and fatigue reliability. Currently, blade models for engineering analysis are obtained mainly via reverse engineering-measuring the coordinates of the blade profile using a three-coordinate measuring machine followed by graphical processing in CAD/CAM [2]-[3]. But geometric modeling of a blade is difficult due to its irregularly shaped airfoil and complex curvature. Obtaining an accurate model of a blade requires accurate point-cloud data of the blade profile and an effective method to process these data. The accuracy of blade modeling can be greatly improved by increasing the number of curves used to fit the blade profile. This enables a blade model that better approximates the surface characteristics of the real blade to be obtained from reverse engineering [4].

A blade will inevitably vibrate during the operation of the compressor and a blade will resonate when the forced vibration frequency is close to its natural frequency, which leading to large
vibration stress and fracture failure. Early studies on the vibration characteristics of blades were mainly based on continuous parameter models of beam and plate structures. Leissa et al. [5] put forward the parameters model of turbine blade based on shell theory and Ritz method to determine the frequencies and mode shapes. Berthillier et al. [6] proposed a cantilever beam to compute the dry friction damped forced response of blades. With the development of finite element theory, finite element method (FEM) is widely applied to computational structure dynamics. Pouraseidi et al. [7] used the numerical computation method to analyze the effects of natural frequencies on compressor blade fatigue failures and validated by experiment. Kim et al. [8] analyzed the Campbell diagram and estimated resonance risk on the basis of the natural frequency analysis and modal test of the compressor blade to establish a fatigue life design procedure of compressor blades. Wei et al. [9] estimated vibration stress of potential high order resonance at centrifugal impeller under excitation caused by impeller-diffuser interaction based on forced response numerical computation to solve the problem of high cycle fatigue failure associated with high order resonance occurred in aeroengine centrifugal compressor.

Numerical investigations of blade vibration characteristics usually consider the centrifugal load but neglect the aerodynamic load [10] meaning that the assumed loading conditions will differ from the loads experienced during actual operation. In their analysis of the vibration characteristics of the blades of a gas turbine compressor, Zhang et al. [11] considered the centrifugal force and the temperature load and calculated the resonance rotational speed of the blade. In recent years, with the development of engines with increasingly higher rotational speed and pressure ratios, the internal flow-field characteristics of the compressor have changed, and the dynamic characteristics of the blade are affected by airflow excitation. For such compressor blades, the physical processes of airflow and structural vibration can be reflected more accurately using a fluid-structure interaction method [12]-[13], thereby providing theoretical support for obtaining the vibration parameters of the blade.

This study therefore obtained three-dimensional (3D) models of a blade by fitting on the coordinate data of the blade morphology. Because of the complex twist of the blade profile three different parametric settings were proposed for reverse modeling of the blade. Then, finite element (FE) and flow-field models of the blade were established. Finally, by considering fluid–structure interactions, the vibration characteristics of the three blade models at various rotational speeds under complex loading conditions were analyzed. This study can provide an engineering calculation method and a theoretical foundation for guiding reverse structural design, vibration-reduction analysis, and research into the fatigue reliability of compressor blades.

2. Numerical methodology

2.1. Reverse modeling theory

Currently, commonly used curve-fitting methods include the B-spline, Bezier curve, and least-squares methods. A B-spline is a general form of a simplified Bezier curve that not only retains the advantages of the Bezier curve but also is capable of local control. In contrast to a Bezier curve, a B-spline uses a spline function as its basis function. In a B-spline, n + 1 control points \( p_i \) \((i = 1, 2, ..., n)\) are specified; these are also referred to as the characteristic polygon vertices [14].

The basic function of a B-spline is expressed as:

\[
p(u) = \sum_{i=0}^{n} p_i N_{i,k}(u), \quad (0 \leq u \leq 1),
\]

where \( p_i \) \((i = 1, 2, ..., n)\) is the characteristic polygon control vertices, which are connected in sequence to form the control polygon of the B-spline, and \( N_{i,k}(u) \) is the basis function of the \( k \)-th-
degree B-spline such that:

\[
N_{i,k}(u) = \frac{u - U_{t-1-k}}{U_t - U_{t-1-k}} N_{k-1} + \frac{U_t - u}{U_{t-1} - U_{t-2-k}} N_{k-1}(u).
\] (2)

### 2.2. Structural dynamics equation

The general expression of the dynamics equation, which is the basis for analyzing the structural vibration characteristics is:

\[
\ddot{\mathbf{u}} + \mathbf{C}\dot{\mathbf{u}} + \mathbf{K}\mathbf{u} = \mathbf{F},
\] (3)

where: \(\mathbf{u}, \dot{\mathbf{u}}, \text{ and } \ddot{\mathbf{u}}\) are the displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the structure, respectively; \(\mathbf{M}\) is the mass matrix, \(\mathbf{C}\) is the damping matrix, \(\mathbf{K}\) is the stiffness matrix, and \(\mathbf{F}\) is the combined external forces.

The parameters in the above equations are assigned different values for solving different vibration characteristics. For modal analysis, \(\mathbf{F}\) is usually assigned value of 0. For computing the natural vibration frequency, the damping of the structure is neglected, i.e., \(\mathbf{C} = 0\). Thus, the above dynamics equation can be simplified to:

\[
\ddot{\mathbf{u}} + \mathbf{K}\mathbf{u} = 0.
\] (4)

For a rotating compressor blade, the principal external load is the centrifugal load, i.e., \(\mathbf{F} = \int \mathbf{f} d\mathbf{v}\). By substituting the centrifugal load into Eq. (3), the frequency characteristics of the blade under the centrifugal load can be obtained.

The blade is a rotating component, and its high-speed rotation converts the kinetic energy of the rotor to internal energy of the gas, thereby increasing its pressure and flow velocity. In addition, the blade is also subject to excitation by the airflow during operation and its structure has a twist angle, it can easily be deformed by this excitation, changing its structural vibration characteristics. This structural deformation in turn affects the fluid flow and changes the flow-field distribution, resulting in interaction between the fluid and structure domains of the blade. Thus, the vibration characteristics of the blade under complex actual loading conditions can be better approximated by considering both the centrifugal force and the interaction between the blade deformation and the airflow excitation.

The fluid–structure interaction satisfies the law of conservation of energy, i.e., the displacements of the fluid and solid domains at the interaction interface are consistent and the forces are in equilibrium; thus, the fluid acoustic wave equation can be expressed as:

\[
\mathbf{M}^P \ddot{\mathbf{P}} + \mathbf{C}^P \dot{\mathbf{P}} + \mathbf{K}^P \mathbf{P} + \rho_0 \mathbf{R}^T \ddot{\mathbf{u}} = 0,
\] (5)

where \(\mathbf{P}\) is the sound pressure, \(\mathbf{M}^P, \mathbf{C}^P, \text{ and } \mathbf{K}^P\) are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices of the fluid, respectively, and \(\rho_0 \mathbf{R}^T\) is the coupling mass matrix.

Then, by applying the fluid pressure to the computation of the structure domain, the kinematics equation of the blade under complex loading conditions considering the airflow excitation can be expressed as:

\[
\ddot{\mathbf{u}} + \mathbf{C}\dot{\mathbf{u}} + \mathbf{K}\mathbf{u} = \mathbf{F} + \mathbf{R}_f,
\] (6)

where \(\mathbf{R}_f\) is the additional nodal vector generated by the fluid–structure interactions, and both \(\mathbf{F}\) and \(\mathbf{R}_f\) are functions of the fluid pressure.
3. Numerical modelling

3.1. 3D modeling of blade

3.1.1. Basic parameters of blade and operating parameters of compressor

The high-pressure fifth-stage blade of an aero-engine compressor was investigated, which in this stage of the rotor had a total of 40 blades. The major geometric parameters included a blade height of 154.8 mm, an initial twist angle of 33.4°, and a compressor diameter of 828 mm. Fig. 1 shows photographs indicating the geometric parameters of the blades. Based on the engine’s commissioning test data and the aircraft’s operating cycle, six typical operating conditions were investigated [15]: take-off, maximum continuous, cruise, descending, flight idle, and ground idle. Table 1 shows the rotational speeds corresponding to these operating conditions.

![Fig. 1. The geometric parameters of the blades](image)

Table 1. Typical operational conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Take off</th>
<th>Maximum continuous</th>
<th>Cruise</th>
<th>Descending</th>
<th>Flight idle</th>
<th>Ground idle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rotational speed / rpm</td>
<td>9561</td>
<td>9337</td>
<td>9172</td>
<td>8847</td>
<td>6966</td>
<td>6278</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.2. Point-cloud data acquisition and digital fitting of blades

To obtain a computational model that was highly consistent with the real blade and ensure the accuracy of subsequent computations, the blade was digitally scanned using an ATOS mobile high-speed precision optical measurement system (GOM GmbH, Germany). Thereby, a 3D point-cloud model of the compressor blade was obtained (Fig. 2). Fig. 3 shows a flowchart for fitting the point-cloud data. By processing the point-cloud data (including steps such as smoothing, simplifying, extracting, and fitting), a 3D solid model of the blade was established.

During the reconstruction of the blade surface, a certain number of profile lines were used for boundary control to ensure accurate reverse modeling of the blade surface. However, increasing the number of profile lines increases the complexity of the digital modeling and the work difficulty. To investigate the effect of the means of modeling on the numerical computation, three reverse-modeling solutions were proposed in this study: reconstruction of the blade surface using four, six, or ten curves to fit the blade profile along the span direction (designated as B4, B6, and B10, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4). The blade surface was then reconstructed using the envelopes of the leading and trailing edges and the surface profile curves as constraints and fitting the internal point-cloud data using a least-squares method. In this way, three solid models of the blade were obtained by extending, assembling, and trimming the fitted surfaces (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 2. Blade geometry data acquisition

Fig. 3. The flow chart of point-cloud data fitting

Fig. 4. Reverse modelling strategy for the blade
3.2. FE modeling of the blade and model verification

To better reflect the thin-wall characteristics of the blade, the 3D blade models were gridded using ten-node tetrahedron elements (Solid 187). Fig. 6 shows the FE blade models, and Table 2 shows their mesh parameters. To eliminate the effect of the grid number on the computational accuracy, the three models were gridded using numbers of the same order of magnitude. The error between the result obtained using the largest grid number and that using the smallest grid number, $W_{error}$, was controlled below 0.02. The value of $W_{error}$ is computed using:

$$W_{error} = \frac{G_{N_{B6}} - G_{N_{B4}}}{G_{N_{B4}} + G_{N_{B6}} + G_{N_{B10}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Based on the actual way in which the blade is attached to the disk, constraints were applied to the tenon-and-mortise joint as follows: the tenon-mortise interface was subject to a normal constraint, the front and rear edges of the tenon were subject to an axial constraint, and the T-step was subjected a radial constraint (Fig. 7). The compressor blade was made from a titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V, whose major mechanical properties are [15]: density $\rho = 4440$ kg/m$^3$; modulus of elasticity $E = 1.07\times10^5$ MPa; and Poisson’s ratio $\mu = 0.3$.

Modal computation was performed on the three FE blade models and the results were then
compared with the modal test results of the blade to verify the accuracy of the modeling. The model tests were performed using a single-excitation, single-response method (Fig. 8). The test equipment included a PSV-400-3D Scanning Vibrometer system (Polytec, Germany) and a Test.Lab Vibration Control test system (LMS International). The laser probe of the PSV-A-400 (Fig. 9) was used as the acceleration signal sensor in the test. This non-contact measurement device obtains the response of the blade to the excitation by detecting the variation in the displacement of spatial points. The test process is simple and is not affected by the added mass. The excitation forces were measured using a piezoelectric force sensor, and the displacement responses at the measurement points were measured using the non-contact laser optical probe. The collected signals were transferred to signal processing system for computer processing of data analysis.

Table 3 shows a comparison of the modal computation results obtained using the three blade models and the experimental results. The errors between the numerical results of the natural frequencies of the first six modes obtained using the FE models of the blade and the experimental results were below 10%, confirming that the three models satisfied the requirements for subsequent computations. The errors may be caused by the following factors: 1) differences between the computational models of the blade and its actual structure, and 2) differences between the simulated and actual boundary conditions for constraining the blade’s displacement.

Further analysis revealed that the first, second, and fifth-order frequencies of model B4 had large errors when compared with the experimental results. The low-order frequencies of model B10 were relatively accurate. The frequencies of model B6 in the different modes were close to the corresponding values of model B10, and the frequency computation error varied only slightly...
across the modes. The computational results of mode shape for the three blade models differed only insignificantly from the experimental results. For example, the fifth mode shape of the three models (Fig. 10) exhibited consistently large deformations in the two top corners of the blade tip and the middle regions of the leading and trailing edges. The different modeling approaches meant that the blade models had different natural frequencies and corresponding modes of vibration. These differences in the vibration characteristics of the three blade models are subject to further investigation.

Table 3. Comparison of computational modal and test modal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode No.</th>
<th>Experimental results (Hz)</th>
<th>Computation results of FE (Hz)</th>
<th>Relative error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B4</td>
<td>B6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>272.94</td>
<td>296.07</td>
<td>284.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>956.94</td>
<td>1016.80</td>
<td>1006.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1283.13</td>
<td>1256.30</td>
<td>1256.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2133.93</td>
<td>1961.00</td>
<td>1950.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2752.60</td>
<td>3025.70</td>
<td>3011.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3238.47</td>
<td>3196.50</td>
<td>3172.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3. Modeling of blade flow field and model validation

During the operation of the engine, the blade is subject to centrifugal load induced by its rotation, the aerodynamic load induced by the airflow, and the resulting vibration load. The blade vibrates under the combined effect of the centrifugal and aerodynamic loads, resulting in a complex stress state and changes in its vibration characteristics. Therefore, to understand the internal flow characteristics of the compressor and determine the aerodynamic loads on the blade surface at different rotational speeds, computational models of the blade flow field were established (Fig. 11). The three blade flow-field models differed mainly in the number of flow-field mesh cells, but all were gridded using multiple-block structured mesh topologies and were configured with the same parametric settings as follows: blade tip gap 1.7 mm; length of inlet flow path 80 mm; length of outlet flow path 120 mm. The pressure distributions on the compressor blade surface under the six typical operating conditions were numerically simulated using the Ansys Fluent 17.0 software package. Considering that the flow field to be computed is in a turbulent flow state, the $k$–$\epsilon$ turbulence model and the standard wall functions were used, and these were solved using the explicit algorithm and the second-order upwind scheme. The boundary conditions were defined as follows: pressure inlet and outlet; front and rear walls: rotational periodic boundary; bottom wall: no-slip boundary condition. Table 4 shows the number of cells and number of nodes used to grid the three blade flow-field models.

![Fig. 11. Computational fluid dynamics modeling of blade](image)

Table 4. Element and node numbers for each blade flow-field model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blade model</th>
<th>B4 Cell number</th>
<th>B6 Cell number</th>
<th>B10 Cell number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node number</td>
<td>1,617,240</td>
<td>1,609,863</td>
<td>1,615,733</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 12. Residuals of iterative calculations](image)

Fig. 12 shows the convergence residuals for iterative calculations of blade model B6 to verify the flow-field model. When the number of iterations rose to 8000, the residuals were less than $10^{-3}$, that is to say iterative calculation was tending towards stability.
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Aerodynamic pressure characteristics

In the compressor structure, the aerodynamic load induced by the interaction between the airflow and blade rotation is the major causal factor of the blade vibration. When the blade vibrates, if the aerodynamic force continuously inputs energy into the blade system, then high vibration pressure will be generated, leading to fatigue fracture of the blade. Fig. 13 shows the aerodynamic load distributions on the blade surface at a rotational speed of 9561 rpm obtained using the three blade flow-field models. The aerodynamic pressure distributions on the pressure side of models B4 and B6 were basically consistent, but the aerodynamic pressure distributions on the suction side differed significantly. In model B4, the maximum aerodynamic pressure zone was mainly located near the blade tip, whereas in model B6, the maximum aerodynamic pressure zone was mainly located at 3/4 blade height. In contrast, the aerodynamic pressure distributions on the suction sides of models B6 and B10 were consistent, whereas those on the pressure side differed to a certain degree.

![Fig. 13. Comparison of aerodynamic load distributions on the blade surface at 9561 rpm](image)

The aerodynamic pressures on the blade surface at 50% blade height at 6278 and 9337 rpm were compared. As shown in Fig. 14(a), at low rotational speed, the three blade models had similar surface aerodynamic pressure variations. In particular, the aerodynamic pressure distributions of B6 and B10 were more consistent when compared with those of B4. As shown in Fig. 14(b), at high rotational speed, the surface aerodynamic pressure variations of model B4 were larger than those of the other two models, and that the surface pressure of models B6 and B10 were also approximative. As revealed by the above comparative analysis, the accuracy of blade-profile fitting greatly affects the blade flow-field computation.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of aerodynamic pressures at 50% blade height at two rotational speeds

4.2. Frequency analysis

Each blade is subject to complex centrifugal and aerodynamic loads when rotating with the blade disk. The centrifugal force, which acts in the blade span direction, increases the bending stiffness of the blade, while the aerodynamic load causes torsional deformation. Thus, the blade has different natural frequencies in its rotating and static states. When the external excitation load is consistent with the blade’s natural frequency, the blade produces a resonance state and experiences large vibration stress. Therefore, the dynamic frequencies of the three blade models were calculated to analyze the effect of the surface-fitting parameters of reverse modeling on the blade’s frequency characteristics.

Fig. 15. Dynamic frequencies of the three blade models at different rotational speeds

As shown in Fig. 15, the three blade models exhibited similar dynamic frequency variations with the rotational speed. At low speeds, the low-order modal frequencies of the different models varied with the rotational speed in basically consistent patterns. As the rotational speed continued to increase, the high-order modal frequencies varied with larger magnitudes, and the frequencies in the different modes differed significantly. At the maximum rotational speed (9561 rpm), the difference between the fifth-mode frequency of model B4 and that of model B10 was 105.2 Hz,
whereas the modal frequencies of models B6 and B10 were relatively consistent (Table 5). Because the blade is twisted, so that the surface precision has effect on the numerical computation. In the high order torsional deformation, the error of different models is larger. Thus, for low-order modes, the number of profile lines used for the reverse modeling of the blade had an insignificant effect on the computation, whereas for high-order modes, an appropriate blade model needs to be selected according to the required computational accuracy.

Table 5. Modal frequency and shape of the three blade models at rotational speed 9561 rpm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode No.</th>
<th>Frequency of B4 model (Hz)</th>
<th>Frequency of B6 model (Hz)</th>
<th>Frequency of B10 model (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>438.12</td>
<td>430.04</td>
<td>424.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1086.0</td>
<td>1063.1</td>
<td>1053.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1419.5</td>
<td>1429.2</td>
<td>1412.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2123.2</td>
<td>2093.6</td>
<td>2081.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3231.5</td>
<td>3160.9</td>
<td>3126.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3357.6</td>
<td>3386.8</td>
<td>3381.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Dynamic frequencies of the B6 model at different rotational speeds under different load conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode No.</th>
<th>load condition</th>
<th>Dynamic frequency/Hz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>357.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CL+ AL</td>
<td>356.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>1040.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CL+ AL</td>
<td>1044.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>1348.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CL+ AL</td>
<td>1347.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>2069.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CL+ AL</td>
<td>2078.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>3136.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CL+ AL</td>
<td>3153.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>3288.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CL+ AL</td>
<td>3290.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: CL denote only centrifugal load, and CL+ AL denote both centrifugal and aerodynamic loads

In addition, as revealed by the above analysis of the aerodynamic pressure on the blade surface, the coupling effect of the airflow excitation and the centrifugal load affects the blade’s dynamic frequency characteristics. Therefore, the dynamic frequencies of model B6 at typical rotational speeds under different loading conditions (Table 6) were analyzed to investigate the effect of the loading parameters on the blade’s frequency characteristics.

The natural frequencies of the blade in the different modes increased with the rotational speed (Table 6). This is because the load on the blade resulting from the rotation increases the blade’s stiffness, thereby increasing the frequency. In particular, the sixth-mode frequency increased by the largest magnitude, whereas the first-mode frequency increased by the largest ratio due to its relatively low frequency. This is because the natural frequency of a structure is in direct proportion to its stiffness; however, the natural frequency does not increase infinitely as the stiffness increases, i.e., increasing the stiffness can only increase the natural frequency by a certain magnitude.

With the airflow excitation considered, the blade’s modes of vibration at different orders did not vary as the engine’s rotational speed varied; however, the magnitude of the dynamic frequency did vary. With the effect of the aerodynamic pressure considered, the blade’s first- and third-order
frequencies decreased slightly, whereas the second-, fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-order frequencies increased; that is to say, when the airflow excitation is considered, the frequencies in modes dominated by bending deformation decreased, whereas those dominated by torsional deformation increased. The reason behind this phenomenon is as follows. During the operation of the compressor, the tensile–compressive stress caused by the centrifugal load increases the bending deformation of the blade, whereas the aerodynamic load weakens the bending of the blade. In addition, because of the initial twist angle of the blade, considering the airflow excitation further increases the torsion effect of the blade. Therefore, compared with the blade’s dynamic frequency considering the centrifugal load alone, the models also considering the airflow excitation had lower bending frequency but higher torsional frequency, and they better approximated the blade under the real-world operating conditions of the engine.

4.3. Analysis of modal stress

As revealed by the results of modal analysis, the three models differed significantly in their high-order modal frequencies. Therefore, the fifth-order modal stresses of the three models considering the coupling effect of the centrifugal and aerodynamic loads were analyzed to investigate the variations in the modal stress distributions and magnitudes for the different models.

Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 show the first-order modal and fifth-order modal stress distributions of models B4, B6, and B10 at a rotational speed of 9561 rpm. The first-order mode was first-order bending, and the stress distributions were similar. However, the fifth-order modes of vibration of the three models were consistently second-order torsion, and the models differed in the location of maximum stress and stress concentration: for model B10, the fifth-mode maximum stress was located at a position on the rear edge of the blade at 15 mm from the blade root, whereas for models B4 and B6, the fifth-mode maximum stress was located near the blade root in an area of
stress concentration. Because the fifth-order mode of vibration of the blade was second-order torsion and the compressor blade is a variable-chord (thin front and rear edges), twisted blade, the blade experienced large vibration displacement at the blade root on the rear edge, resulting in a large stress concentration in this region. Stress concentration also occurred in the location with a symmetric cross-section of second-order torsional deformation. Long-term blade service data have shown that fatigue cracks initiate in blades in areas of stress concentration. Therefore, the cause of blade resonance failure can be preliminarily determined based on blade modal stress analysis.

An analysis of the characteristics of the historical faults of this blade revealed that damage occurred at the front and rear edges near the blade root (Fig. 18). As revealed by the above numerical computation results, the location of the concentration of modal stress in the blade (Fig. 17) roughly coincides with the blade fatigue crack initiation zones (Fig. 18). The morphology of the fatigue fracture surface was further analyzed, and the crack initiation areas and the fatigue propagation areas are indicated in the Fig. 18. The fracture surface was bright and coarse. This indicates that, when resonance occurs, the blade experiences high stress and rapid fatigue propagation at the blade root, finally leading to fatigue failure.

5. Conclusions

In this study, 3D models of a compressor blade for an aero engine with three different levels of surface accuracy (designated B4, B6, and B10) were established via digital fitting engineering by the blade profile coordinates. Then, the numerical models including finite element and flow-field models of the blade were established and validated. Considering both the aerodynamic excitation and the centrifugal load, the vibration characteristics of the blade were analyzed under...
different operating conditions. The main conclusions are as follow:

1) The errors of modal frequency between calculation and experiment for the three blade models were all less than 10%. Although the frequency values of three blade models were different, the modal shape of those models were consistent with the experiment. Thereby, the numerical models (designated B4, B6, and B10) all met the demand of engineering computation.

2) Under complex centrifugal and aerodynamic loads, the three blade models differed significantly in their high-order dynamic frequencies, since the bending and torsion characteristics of those models are different. The modal frequencies that were dominated by a torsional mode of vibration were sensitive to the aerodynamic load and the modal frequencies dominated by a bending mode of vibration were sensitive to the centrifugal load. Thereby, considering both the aerodynamic and the centrifugal load increased the accuracy of the numerical computation of the blade vibration characteristics.

3) Comparing the computational results of three blade models, it is found that, models B6 and B10 differed only insignificantly, and B6 decreased the complexity of the modeling process while satisfying the required computational accuracy. To analyze the vibration characteristics of serving blade, accuracy of surfaces fitting for twisted compressor blade is an important indicator to measure the quality of numerical calculation.
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